TRUMAN TO SPEAK AT GROUND-BREAKING

Deacs Trap Spiders In Aerial Web, Stomp Richmond Foe 56-6
Hillenbrand, Lewis, Wagoner, Coker, Frederick, Polacci And Charm Score For Wake Forest; Coach Rogers Finds Reserves Valuable

Seniors Begin Practice Work

Seniors Begin Practice Work By BARBARA O'DAY

Squad signals strong for the future with a first blood letting against the Demon Deacons, 56-6. The first blood letting was not a touchdown, but rather, the Demon Deacons by a score of 56-6. The Demon Deacons were 1-0 and have won one of the two games played, while the Demon Deacons have won two of the three games played. The Demon Deacons are 0-0 and have lost the only game played.

Money Drive Encouraging, Tribble Says

President Addresses Baptist Ministers During Luncheon Meetings

President Tribble addressed the Baptist Ministers while making a stopover in Richmond. The Baptist Ministers were representatives of various faiths, and each had a different approach to the topic. The Baptist Ministers were also representatives of various faiths, and each had a different approach to the topic. The Baptist Ministers were also representatives of various faiths, and each had a different approach to the topic. The Baptist Ministers were also representatives of various faiths, and each had a different approach to the topic.

TRUMAN TO SPEAK AT GROUND-BREAKING

President Of United States Will Deliver Main Address For Rites In Winston-Salem

Dr. John Caylor Discusses Needs Of Baptist Board

Southern Methodist University

MacArthur To Come To Ceremonies Too!
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WIN" RECORD PLAYERS

WIN" SHEET MUSIC

B. S. U. Adopts New Constitution

Six outstanding students from the senior class will represent Wake Forest for the Southeastern Conference, it was announced this week. The announcement was made by Prof. Frank W. McLean, advisor to the B.S.U. forensics team.

The senior class of the B.S.U. forensics team is composed of six students: Bill Elliott, Training Senior; George Griffin, adviser to the club; George Johnson, Raleigh Senior; Margaret Patch, Raleigh Senior; Margaret Moses, Raleigh Senior; and Charles Gaddy, Raleigh Senior. Not pictured are alternate members June Williams, Lawton Senior, and Albert Bratt, Raleigh Senior.

The nine senior members pictured above will bolster the spirit of Deacon hopefuls for the Southeastern Conference.
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Edwards, a junior, is a member of the Student Council, the Inter-Fraternity Council, and the Inter-Fraternity Council of Wake Forest College. He is also a member of the forensics team, which is composed of six members.
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Bray To Build Home At Old Church Site

Sunday Ceremony Climaxes Campaign To Build Pastorium For Local Student, Offorden White Church

By BETTY Dacus

The recent State Department grant of the Student's Building Fund of Wake Forest College and the recent personal gift of $20,000 from the American Baptist Convention were turned over to the Wake Forest College Student Body for the purpose of building a pastorium to include accommodations for the recent State Department grant of the Student's Building Fund of Wake Forest College and the recent personal gift of $20,000 from the American Baptist Convention were turned over to the Wake Forest College Student Body for the purpose of building a pastorium to include accommodations for the student, faculty, and the members of the student body. The building will be used for the purpose of building a pastorium to include accommodations for the student, faculty, and the members of the student body. The building will be used for the purpose of building a pastorium to include accommodations for the student, faculty, and the members of the student body.

IRC Has Detailed Discussion Of Anglo-Iranian Oil Dispute

By ROSE ANOGA

The American Petroleum Institute, which represents the interests of the oil companies, has released a report on the Anglo-Iranian oil dispute, which has occupied the attention of both the British and the Iranian governments. The report details the impact of the dispute on the production and the price of oil in the Middle East. It also outlines the possible implications for the global oil market.

The report is available for download on the American Petroleum Institute's website. The report is divided into three main sections: an introduction, a discussion of the current situation, and a conclusion. The introduction provides an overview of the dispute, while the discussion section examines the economic, political, and strategic implications of the dispute. The conclusion offers recommendations for how the parties involved can move forward.

IRC Plans Explained

By ROSE ANOGA

The Student Recreation Committee has released a report outlining the plans for the upcoming academic year. The report includes details on the programming, facilities, and events scheduled for the year. It also provides information on how students can get involved and participate in the various activities.

The report is available for download on the Student Recreation Committee's website. It is divided into three main sections: an introduction, a discussion of the programming, and a conclusion. The introduction provides an overview of the committee's mission and goals. The discussion section examines the various programming options available to students, including intramural sports, clubs, and social events. The conclusion offers recommendations for how students can engage with the programming and get involved.

Five Concerts, One Lecture, Planned In College Series

By ANTONIA BOLAND

Two Singers, Dramatist, Symphony, Lecturer

The annual series of concerts and lectures at the College features a diverse lineup of talent. This year, the series includes five concerts and a lecture by renowned musician and scholar, Dr. John Young. The concerts will be held on consecutive evenings, with the lecture scheduled for the following day. The performances will be held in the College Chapel, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.

The series is sponsored by the College's Department of Fine Arts and is open to the public. Parking is available in the College's parking lot, and shuttle service will be provided to and from the campus.

The 580 Spot

By BETTY B. ROBBINS

For the past three years, the 580 Spot has been a popular gathering place for students, with its lively atmosphere and diverse programming. The Spot, located in the heart of campus, is known for its popular events, such as concerts, lectures, and discussions. The Spot is open to the public, and all events are free to attend.

The Spot is run by a student-run committee, with input from the Student Senate and the Dean of Students. The committee is responsible for the programming and management of the Spot, ensuring that events are meaningful and engaging for students.

The Spot is open every evening, with a variety of events scheduled throughout the week. Events are announced in advance, and students are encouraged to attend and participate.

Phí's And Eu's Disclose Plans For Semester

The Phi and EpsilonTau chapters of the College have announced their plans for the upcoming semester. The chapters have planned a series of events, including a lecture, a concert, and a social event. The plans are designed to provide a diverse range of activities for students, with something for everyone.

The Phi chapter has scheduled a lecture on the history of the College, to be held in the College Chapel. The lecture will be presented by a guest speaker, with an opportunity for questions and discussion. The event is open to the public, and admission is free.

The EpsilonTau chapter has planned a concert, featuring a local band. The concert will be held in the College Gymnasium, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.

The Phi chapter has also scheduled a social event, to be held in the College Dining Hall. The event is open to the public, and admission is free.

The Phi and EpsilonTau chapters have also released information on their plans for the spring semester, including a lecture series and a concert series. The plans are designed to provide a diverse range of activities for students, with something for everyone.

The Phi chapter has scheduled a lecture series, to be held in the College Chapel. The lectures will be presented by guest speakers, with an opportunity for questions and discussion. The events are open to the public, and admission is free.

The EpsilonTau chapter has planned a concert series, featuring local bands. The concerts will be held in the College Gymnasium, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.

The Phi and EpsilonTau chapters have also released information on their plans for the summer semester, including a lecture series and a concert series. The plans are designed to provide a diverse range of activities for students, with something for everyone.

The Phi chapter has scheduled a lecture series, to be held in the College Chapel. The lectures will be presented by guest speakers, with an opportunity for questions and discussion. The events are open to the public, and admission is free.

The EpsilonTau chapter has planned a concert series, featuring local bands. The concerts will be held in the College Gymnasium, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.

The Phi and EpsilonTau chapters have also released information on their plans for the fall semester, including a lecture series and a concert series. The plans are designed to provide a diverse range of activities for students, with something for everyone.

The Phi chapter has scheduled a lecture series, to be held in the College Chapel. The lectures will be presented by guest speakers, with an opportunity for questions and discussion. The events are open to the public, and admission is free.

The EpsilonTau chapter has planned a concert series, featuring local bands. The concerts will be held in the College Gymnasium, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.

The Phi and EpsilonTau chapters have also released information on their plans for the winter semester, including a lecture series and a concert series. The plans are designed to provide a diverse range of activities for students, with something for everyone.

The Phi chapter has scheduled a lecture series, to be held in the College Chapel. The lectures will be presented by guest speakers, with an opportunity for questions and discussion. The events are open to the public, and admission is free.

The EpsilonTau chapter has planned a concert series, featuring local bands. The concerts will be held in the College Gymnasium, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.

The Phi and EpsilonTau chapters have also released information on their plans for the spring semester, including a lecture series and a concert series. The plans are designed to provide a diverse range of activities for students, with something for everyone.

The Phi chapter has scheduled a lecture series, to be held in the College Chapel. The lectures will be presented by guest speakers, with an opportunity for questions and discussion. The events are open to the public, and admission is free.

The EpsilonTau chapter has planned a concert series, featuring local bands. The concerts will be held in the College Gymnasium, with admission by ticket. Tickets can be purchased at the College Box Office.
The week opened explosively when the Board of Student Agencies reviewed the program of the week. This was the first time the Board had the opportunity to pass judgment on a program after it was planned and submitted, and the students were very much interested to see what changes would be made.

The Board decided to approve the program with some modifications. They felt that the program was too ambitious and that it would be difficult to carry out all the events as planned. They suggested that the students reconsider the schedule and make some changes to ensure the success of the program.

The students were disappointed with the Board's decision but promised to work on the program to make it more feasible. They are looking forward to the next Board meeting to present their revised plan.
Wake Coeds Model ‘Homecoming Wardrobe’ In Style Show

Large Crowd Views Latest Fall Fashions

Raleigh Firm Provides Clothes For WGA Event

By CLARA ALLEN FRANCIS

Approximately three hundred par­
ty-gowned guests were on hand for
the annual fall fashion show pre­
sented by the Delta Lambda chapter of the WGA to benefit the local chapter of the Community House last Thursday.

"Oh, how lovely!" "Isn't this ador­
able?" These expressions were heard
and seen emanating from the heart
fulfilled audience who thronged to
the office of the Raleigh firm furnishing the show space and asked the
question "Who designed the clothes?"
The firm's sales manager, Mr. John
Weathers, said the new clothes were
the result of a "group effort."

The setting was the perfect atmo­
sphere for the show with the show's
headquarters, the Raleigh Hotel, sup­
plied through the courtesy of Pilot Furniture Company.

Carol Mason, Raleigh junior, is shown wearing a short evening dress in the fashion show at the Community House last Thursday afternoon.

—Photo by Jack Grigg.

Nancy Hedrick is shaking in the striking outfit she won at noon.

—Photo by Jack Grigg.

State Justice Denny Addresses Ruffin Inn

By NANCY GRAGZ

The traditional dinner meeting of
the Thirty-Ninth District of the Bar
was held last Thursday night at the
Ruffin Inn, High Point. President of
the local chapter of Phi Delta Phi.
Justice Denny, spoke on "Legal
Climax With an After-Dinner Ad­

The legal ethics, culture, and
impact of the bar, were the subject of
his address.

Prior to that address of the
Judge, Justice Thomsen, was intro­
duced. The address by Justice Emory
Vance, was his first since his pres­
idency of the fraternity to promote
scholarship.

Judge Thomsen was introduced by
Dean Carroll. The event of the night
was furnished by pianists Walter
Williams, Jr. and Mrs. Ethel Freels,
and magisters have been known as
"inns." The legal traditions of the
fraternity have their origin in Eng­
land during the centuries when the
great halls and manors were called
"bodams" and the men as "barmen" in
their respective localities.

The setting was the perfect atmo­
sphere for the show with the show's
headquarters, the Raleigh Hotel, sup­
plied through the courtesy of Pilot
Furniture Company.
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Demon Deacons Meet Indians In Richmond Saturday Afternoon

Southern Conference Leaders Meet
Gray, Tribble, Wade Present

By BILL BREDICK
The Wake Forest athletic program has reached the stage where a gathering of conference leaders is no longer an annual event, but a meeting of several years ago.燕 was attended by representatives of North Carolina, and
South Carolina, among others.

Among the recommendations of the meeting was the establishment of a schedule for the next year. The Football and Basketball season will be
November 7th through March 15th, and the Baseball season will be April 1st through June 15th.

Use of the meeting was to discuss the present trends in college athletics, and to consider the future of the conference.

Important

Tight Struggle Seen In Quest Of State Title
By ROYCE LUCIANA

Charlotte, N.C., Jan. 18 - Tight struggles filled the games in the quest for the State title today. The first game was between the University of North Carolina and Duke University, with the Tar Heels emerging victorious, 12-9. The second game was between Wake Forest and Davidson College, with the Deacons winning, 70-60.

Guests Attend Grid Contest

The Northwestern University band was the guest at the annual Grid Contest, which was held at the University of North Carolina. The contest was won by the Northwestern band, 30-10.

Hillenbrand, Kissell Improve Backfield

Speedy Soph Ed Possesses Shows Ability 'Golden Arm'

By PAUL LAMBERT

The Wake Forest football team has improved in recent games, and the backfield has been the most noticeable improvement. Ed Kissell has developed into a fine quarterback, and the sophomores, such as Ed Hillenbrand, have shown promise.

Marble Tournaments To Open Project

The Wake Forest Marble Tournament will be held on Friday, March 18th, at the Beattie Fieldhouse. The tournament will feature teams from various colleges in the area.

Clifford Corey Heads Council

By ROY GIBRAN

Clifford Corey has been re-elected as chairman of the Wake Forest University Student Council. Corey has been a member of the council for the past two years, and has been involved in various activities, including the initiation of the marble tournament.

Sportscope

By "Red" Page

From all reports, everyone is ready for the big game against the Carolina. The Wake Forest fans are very eager to see their team compete against the Tar Heels. This is the most important game of the year, and the fans are looking forward to it with great anticipation.

Hillenbrand, Kissell attempt to outshine the Wake Forest fans who have been waiting for this game for weeks. The Wake Forest team is composed of the best players in the conference, and the Carolina fans are looking forward to seeing them at their best.

The game will be played at Memorial Stadium in Durham, and is expected to be a close one. Both teams are well-organized and have the potential to win. It will be interesting to see which team comes out on top.
Intramural Football Season Begins; Pika's Are Again Favored

Fifteen Teams Seek Grid Title In Leagues

K.A.'s And Hunter Dorm Win First Round Games

By Bob Vance

The Intramural Football season got under way last week with the first round of games. The K.A.'s defeated Hunter in the first game and have their second round game scheduled with the Passive. The K.A.'s have unblemished records and the Passive are looking for a new manager to take the place of an injured one. The Intramural football season is open for business and the students are looking forward to the games.

New Monogram Winners

Deacon Foes Show Power, Depth, Speed

The club season is in full swing and the Monogram club is making a strong showing. The club is composed of many fine players and is sure to make a strong showing in the coming season. The club is composed of many fine players and is sure to make a strong showing in the coming season.

Do You Inhale?

Then you're better off smoking PHILIP MORRIS

...because PHILIP MORRIS is definitely less irritating, definitely milder than any other leading brand!

PROVE IT YOURSELF

Take the

PHILIP MORRIS NOSE TEST

...and enjoy PHILIP MORRIS today!

NO CIGARETTE HANGOVER

means MORE MOWING PLEASURE!

CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS
Student Council Changes Trial Procedure; Hears Group Plans

Plans Calendar of Week-

by Events Groups Are Urged To Register

Changes in the trial procedure of the student council were announced at a meeting of the Council Thursday. The changes recommended by the Judicial Committee were accepted by the council.

The changes recommended by the Judicial Committee were as follows:

1. Any student member of the council who gives a notice of withdrawal shall also give the reason for his withdrawal.

2. The council shall have the power to impose sanctions on any member for misconduct.

3. The council shall have the power to conduct an investigation of any complaint against a member.

4. The council shall have the power to punish any member for misconduct.

The changes were accepted by the council and will be effective immediately.

W.C. Head To Visit Here

Miss Mayo Will Help Council In Planning Young Women's Work

Miss Mayo of the Young Women's Council will be here Tuesday to meet with the students and plan programs for the coming year. Miss Mayo has been active in the planning of the Young Women's Council for many years and is well known in the community.